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The Coming Stability? The Decline of Warfare
in Africa and Implications for International

Security

DAVID T. BURBACH AND
CHRISTOPHER J. FETTWEIS

Abstract: Anarchy was coming to Africa, Robert Kaplan warned in 1994, and a surge in conflict
initially seemed to confirm that prediction. With less fanfare, however, after the year 2000,
conflict in Africa declined, probably to the lowest levels ever. Recent fighting in Libya,
Mali, South Sudan and elsewhere has prompted a new wave of ‘Africa falling apart’ concerns.
This article reviews the history and data of conflict in Africa, from pre-colonial times to the
present. Historical comparison and quantitative analysis based on the Uppsala Conflict Data
Program (UCDP) and Major Episodes of Political Violence (MEPV) datasets on the 1961–
2013 period show that Africa has experienced a remarkable decline in warfare, whether
measured in number of conflicts or fatalities. Warfare is a relatively low risk to the lives of
most Africans. The years 2010–2013 saw an increase of 35 per cent in African battle deaths
over 2005–2010, but they still are 87 per cent lower than the 1990–1999 average. Changes
in external support and intervention, and the spread of global norms regarding armed conflict,
have been most decisive in reducing the levels of warfare in the continent. Consequently, there
is no Africa exception to the systemic shift towards lower levels of armed conflict.

‘Africa’s immediate future could be very bad’, Robert Kaplan famously wrote in

1994. Anarchy and upheaval driven by overpopulation were coming, he predicted,

which would soon produce a continent where ‘foreign embassies are shut down,

states collapse, and contact with the outside world takes place through dangerous,

disease-ridden coastal trading posts’.1 While Kaplan’s forecast was particularly

bleak, few observers at the time were optimistic about Africa’s future. Thomas

Homer-Dixon detected ‘the early signs of an upsurge of violence in the coming

decades that will be induced or aggravated by scarcity’, while Jeffery Herbst

predicted wars of conquest and even the elimination of smaller African states.2 The

Economist ran a cover story in 2000 with the headline ‘Hopeless Africa’, a view

that was and sometimes still is common among scholars and practitioners.3

Was such pessimism warranted? A quarter century after the end of the Cold War,

what can now be said about conflict in Africa? In many corners, the image of an

Africa wracked with chaos and conflict has not greatly changed. Indeed, recent fight-

ing in Mali, South Sudan and elsewhere has prompted a new wave of ‘Africa falling

apart’ concerns. Many policymakers expect Africa to experience continuing warfare,
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insurgencies, terrorism, mass atrocity and even superpower rivalry. As a result, the

United States military is more focused on Africa today than ever before.4

The ‘war-torn Africa’ view is out of date. Contrary to pessimistic forecasts, the

reality is that Africa has become dramatically more peaceful over the last 15 years.

Not only has the 1990s surge of violence abated, but the level of warfare is lower

now than in any other post-colonial decade. A good case can be made that Africa

is more peaceful now, in relative and absolute terms, than at any time in history.

This emerging transition is important in its own right – and certainly welcome to

Africans – but also has important policy implications as the level of warfare declines

relative to other African challenges, and it speaks to broader international relations

debates about the global decline in conflict.

This article has two purposes. First, it reviews the history of conflict in Africa,

from antiquity to the present day, in order to identify trends and assess relative inten-

sity. The focus is a quantitative analysis (using Uppsala and Center for Systemic

Peace datasets) of the post-independence period up to the end of 2013. While

others noted the decline in conflict after 2000, this is the first study to examine the

supposed return to conflict after 2010.5 Another analytic contribution is a focus on

the human impact of warfare in deaths and specifically mortality risks in the

context of other risks. The actual threat to life is a highly relevant measure of the

impact of warfare, and it reveals that the threat of organized violence to Africans

has declined much more than an undifferentiated count of conflicts suggests.

Second, this article offers explanations for the observed decline in conflict,

including a variety of possible political, economic, military and normative factors.

Dramatic changes in the nature of external support and intervention, aided by econ-

omic growth, are particularly strong candidates. We also suggest that the spread of

global norms against armed conflict has made an impact – there may be a lag –

but there is no Africa exception to the systemic shift towards lower levels of armed

conflict. These trends are mutually reinforcing, so if anarchy is no longer coming

to Africa, one can reasonably hope it will never arrive.

Warfare in Pre-Colonial and Colonial Africa

Any effort to conduct a systematic analysis of warfare trends in Africa over time runs

into an immediate, seemingly insurmountable problem: there is virtually no reliable

historical data. Many major, bloody events no doubt occurred in the distant past that

went entirely unrecorded and are lost to history. This problem has led most scholars

who have made assessments on the history of warfare to ignore pre-colonial Africa

completely, in the apparent belief that the unmeasurable is unimportant.6 Although

few definitive statements can be made that would satisfy the standards of evidence

now common in the field, a brief overview of pre-colonial African history should

give pause to any suggestion that previous eras were free of violence and warfare.

Archaeologists and anthropologists can give some insight into Africa prior to

contact with Europeans. Across the world the societal evolution seems to have

gone through three broad phases: first, hunter/gathering groups emerged, which

over time were pushed off desirable lands by rapidly expanding tribes of the
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second phase, or those that had developed agricultural and/or herding techniques. In

the final stage, the population of farming communities grew to the point where people

could specialize, build towns and – importantly for these purposes – raise armies. If

the archaeological and ethnographic record offers any consistent findings, it is that

conflict was central to all three of these stages.7

The precise level of pre-colonial violence may be contentious, but there was no

region of the continent where Europeans encountered the unspoiled peace of the post-

colonial imagination.8 Records from the era are better than those from preceding

times, but remain unreliable, in part due to motivated bias: European colonialists

may have felt a need to exaggerate pre-conquest savagery to justify their rule as

victory over the barbarism, ignorance and primordialism.9 Critics of the colonial

venture were (and are) pulled in the opposite direction, understating pre-colonial vio-

lence or even making it appear as if Europeans brought the idea of warfare to Africa.

Violence pre-dated conquest, however, as did other behaviours that scholars of inter-

national relations would expect for actors in an anarchic, self-help system. European

explorers found alliances in the Great Lakes region, for instance, and security-

dilemma dynamics affected every place where complex societies had evolved.10

‘Domino-effect militarization occurred’, explained Reid, ‘as communities armed

themselves to defend against predatory states (as states invariably were).’11 It is

worth emphasizing that violence was almost certainly proportionately greater than

it is today, for at no point in the pre-colonial period was Africa’s population

greater than eight per cent of current levels.

Colonization was accompanied by an increase in conflict.12 Two factors appear to

account for the rise of violence prior to full colonization: guns and the slave trade.

Though the European powers on occasion fought their own battles, more commonly

they backed local allies. The introduction of firearms, which was not haphazard or

astrategic, allowed local powers to settle old scores and/or conquer their neighbours,

often with European encouragement.13 Guns poured into West Africa: between

283,000 and 394,000 per annum were imported 1750–1800, and another 50,000 to

the Congo every year.14 Predatory, militarized states such as Dahomey, Oyo,

Asante, Segu and Lunda used the riches from the slave trade to expand, enslave

yet more of their neighbours, and enrich themselves further.15

Casualty figures during the European conquest are uncertain and suffering has no

doubt been minimized in official and unofficial records.16 Bloodshed was widespread

as European control consolidated, though the character of violence varied: in some

areas, Europeans met only passive opposition, and may have brought a somewhat

welcome measure of economic and political stability. More commonly, the Eur-

opeans crushed enemies with the ruthlessness they reserved for ‘savage’ peoples.17

The violence of the era, especially in outlying areas, remains under-reported and

under-studied. Any stability that colonial rule brought was almost always

accompanied by injustice and racism, as well as daily brutality and oppression. Colo-

nialism planted the seeds of its own destruction, though, and primed an explosion of

violence after independence.

Conflict data becomes more reliable – somewhat – for the decolonization period

of the 1950s through the 1970s. Many new states achieved independence with very
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little conflict; others, like Algeria or the Portuguese colonies, suffered enormously.

The optimism that accompanied decolonization tended to fade quickly in most

countries, giving way to instability, violence and/or tyranny. Postcolonial politics

too often became zero-sum; dictators of various degrees of venality emerged

almost everywhere, ranging from the merely cruel and greedy (Mobutu in Zaire) to

the pathologically sadistic (Amin in Uganda). Weak and unstable governments

often fell to military coups (38 of which were successful between 1963 and

1978).18 Major internal conflicts were experienced by Angola, Burundi, Congo,

Ethiopia, Mozambique, Nigeria, Somalia, Sudan and Uganda, while smaller conflicts

erupted elsewhere.19

External factors exacerbated Africa’s suffering. Both the United States and the

Soviet Union saw Africa as an important source of strategic resources and a venue

for political competition. Western and Soviet-bloc assistance to rebel groups and

the governments seeking to suppress them turned local conflicts into Cold War

proxy battlefields in nearly a dozen new states. By one reckoning, three million

people died as a result of conflict during the 1980s alone.20 The end of the Cold

War saw widespread, factionalized fighting in many countries weakened by the

loss of superpower support – what Kaplan saw as emerging anarchy. The latter

part of the 20th century was violent for much of Africa; the next section turns to quan-

titative analysis of that era and more recent years.

Post-Independence Trends in African Conflict

The existence of more data, and in particular of several quantitative datasets, allows

for a more rigorous investigation of trends over the last several decades. Several

widely cited databases allow an analysis of three main indicators, which together

give a good sense of the magnitude of armed conflict in Africa: the number and inten-

sity of armed conflicts; death toll (combatants and civilians); and mortality risk.

Previous work has used portions of this data, but this study offers a combined

view with analysis of the strength and weakness of various measures in the

African context. The attention to mortality risk as well as casualties is novel, provid-

ing policy-relevant context given Africa’s population growth and other threats to life

confronting Africans. All of these indicators show that while the 1990s were tragic,

armed conflict since subsided to historic lows.

Two core data collections were used: the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP)

and Major Episodes of Political Violence (MEPV). The UCDP datasets track

organized violence in the form of state-based and non-state conflicts, and one-

sided violence against civilians, including counts of direct battle deaths.21 We also

use the Major Episodes of Political Violence (MEPV) dataset from the Center for

Systemic Peace (CSP).22 The Uppsala data is very familiar to scholars of inter-

national politics, conservative in both definition and data verification of battle

deaths. MEPV includes an intensity measure of conflicts, and complements the

UCDP’s strict ‘battle death’ measure with estimates of total related deaths for each

conflict.23 Since there is inherent subjectivity in temporally and spatially bounding

a given conflict, MEPV is also useful to compare to the UCDP’s population of
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conflicts – trends common to both datasets are less likely to result from coding

idiosyncrasies.24

Number of Active Conflicts

The natural starting point is counting the number of active conflicts. In this section,

we examine overall trends using both UCDP and MEPV data. UCDP distinguishes

between ‘wars’, with at least 1,000 battle deaths, and ‘conflicts’, with 25 to 999

battle deaths. A threshold as low as 25 deaths is problematic, so the analysis is

limited to those conflicts with 1,000 or more battle deaths.25 The Uppsala data also

distinguishes between armed conflict involving states, purely non-state conflicts,

and one-sided violence (for example, mass killings of civilians by a state).

Figure 1, left panel shows the number of wars in progress in Africa by year

through the post-independence period. Note that this measure does not show the

actual level of fighting in a given year, but shows all wars which have not yet termi-

nated, even if the war was dormant in that year.26 While this is an often-used measure

of ‘active’, it is more meaningful to look at year-by-year levels of activity. The right

panel of Figure 1 tallies African conflicts with more than 1,000 battle deaths in each

individual year, as well as the non-state conflicts and episodes of one-sided violence

with 1,000 or more killed in a given year.

Consistent with the ‘coming anarchy’ argument, violence spiked in the 1990s.

Contrary to popular impressions, though, African conflict has since declined: wars

in progress decreased by about one-third after 2001, and wars with intense fighting

by declined by more than half. This decline was noted in earlier studies using 2009

UCDP data by Paul Williams and by Scott Straus, but there are some noteworthy

new observations in Figure 1.27 First, the analysis is extended here to 2013.

FIGURE 1

ACTIVE WARS IN AFRICA, 1961 – 2013 (UCDP)

Source: Uppsala Conflict Data Program (2014).

Note: Non-State + One-Sided series begins 1989.
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Despite the conventional wisdom that 2011–2013 saw a great increase in African

conflict, the data is more nuanced. Active wars defined broadly remained mostly

flat. The level of intense fighting climbed, but still remained much lower than that

of the 1990s and even lower than in the 1970s or 1980s.

The MEPV dataset also tracks conflicts, but usefully, it also codes an intensity

level for each conflict on a one to ten ordinal scale.28 This allows a more meaningful

comparison of levels of warfare, since small and large conflicts are not equated. A

categorical scale is far from ideal, but the MEPV project uses consistent coding

rules over time and across regions, making broad comparisons feasible. Figure 2

shows the sum of conflict intensity scores for Africa and for the rest of the world

from 1961 through 2013.29

The MEPV measures tell a similar story: African conflict reached a peak in the

1990s, but has since declined – significantly. Conflict intensity in the last ten years

has been lower by one-third to more than half compared to the 1990s. Indeed, this

represented a dramatic change in a long-term trend. Africa experienced a gradual

increase in total conflict since the 1960s through the 1990s. What is less recognized,

though, is that the continent then rapidly transitioned to a lower level of conflict after

the turn of the century. This reflects, among other peaceful developments, the ebbing

of violence in West Africa, the end of civil wars in Angola and Algeria, the end of the

worst fighting in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), between Ethiopia and

Eritrea, and in Sudan. All around the continent, wars ended or de-escalated. It is

true that the period 2010–2013 has seen an increase in conflict over 2005–2010,

FIGURE 2

AFRICA AND WORLD CONFLICT INTENSITY (MEPV), 1961 – 2013

Source: Center for Systemic Peace (2014).
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but both the Uppsala data and the Center for Systemic Peace data show that the

amount of active warfare is still lower than previous levels.

The ‘rest of world’ comparison in the MEPV data is instructive. Conflict outside

Africa peaked in the late 1980s and fell rapidly over the next decade, while conflict in

Africa increased. Indeed, in the late 1990s total conflict intensity in Africa alone was

greater than in the rest of the world combined. It is not surprising that the notion of an

‘African exception’ to the systemic decline in warfare became popular. With a lag,

though, Africa appears to be following the trend to reduced conflict. As further

confirmation of this trend, using its own measures the Human Security Centre has

also noted the remarkable decline in African violence.30 The Australian NGO

Visions of Humanity’s annual ‘Global Peace Index’, has shown for the last several

years that sub-Saharan Africa is no longer the world’s ‘least peaceful region’.31

Conflicts have declined in number and intensity in Africa. The trend applies to all

sub-regions, though not evenly. Conflict spanned the continent in previous decades,

but has vanished from southern Africa and withered in west Africa. Conflict today is

almost entirely confined to a landlocked zone through the Sahel into the eastern

Congo. In that area alone, conflict has scarcely declined. Overall Africa experienced

a tragic 1990s, but the first years of the 21st century have seen conflict recede to a

post-independence low.

Death Toll and Risk from African Conflicts

While scholars often focus on counting conflicts per se, their human impact is of great

relevance. This section examines the death tolls and mortality risks of African con-

flicts; as the data will show, deadliness has declined even more rapidly than the

number of active conflicts. Two major measures are used: ‘battle deaths’, from

UCDP and a related dataset from the Peace Research Institute – Oslo (PRIO),

which count specific reports of combatants and civilians killed directly in

combat,32 and the MEPV’s consensus historical estimates of total deaths, which

includes indirect mortality caused by the wars.33 Quantifying casualties is admittedly

difficult – data can be hard to come by and of questionable validity – but to put con-

flicts into a policy-relevant context, it is important to know what impact they have

really had. Looking at both classes of data gives a useful range: the UCDP and

PRIO data represent lower bounds, while MEPV plausible and widely accepted

totals.34 Since consistent methodologies are used over time, trends are likely to

hold even if the absolute numbers are uncertain.

Figure 3 shows total battle deaths in Africa according to the merged PRIO and

UCDP datasets. Battle deaths in Africa reached a high plateau during the superpower

proxy wars, followed by intense spikes in the 1990s – Ethiopia/Eritrea, Zaire/DRC,

and the unrivalled Rwanda mass killings in 1994.35 The last decade, however, has

seen the lowest numbers of battle deaths of any post-independence period – from

95,000 per year in the 1990s to fewer than 15,000 per year after 2002.

The MEPV estimates of total conflict deaths from the Center for Systemic Peace

show a similar decline. Two data issues should be noted. MEPV only reports total

deaths per conflict, not year-to-year variations. An annual average is used in this

analysis, but that means casualties are overstated for protracted conflicts that are
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less bloody now than in years past (for example, Somalia or Darfur).36 The eastern

Congo conflict is a special problem: the eastern Democratic Republic of Congo is

probably the deadliest African conflict, yet data is poor. Credible estimates of

related deaths range from 200,000 to more than five million.37 The MEPV codes a

single conflict in eastern DRC from 1996 to the present, with 2.5 million deaths.

With so many deaths, the entire African trend is sensitive to treatment of the DRC

conflict. Sources do generally agree that the vast majority of conflict deaths happened

in the 1996–2002 period. For consistency we use MEPV’s 2.5 million figure, but split

the series with 80 per cent of the deaths before 2002, and 20 per cent after – probably

a conservative split.38 Figure 4 shows the trends for Africa excluding the DRC, the

DRC estimate on its own, and the rest of the world.

Figure 4 shows a pattern similar to the battle death data: gradual increase, 1990s

peaks, and then a substantial decline in the last dozen years. As with the number of

conflicts, it is understandable that 20 years ago Africa appeared an anomalous excep-

tion to the global trend away from war. From independence to 1990, Africa accounted

for 20–50 per cent of the world’s conflict deaths each year, but then in the late 1990s

may have been the location of 80 per cent or more of the global total. Today Africa’s

share is still disproportionate – around half – but it does not stand so far apart.

Note that the decline in deaths in the Congo is not the only factor in this decline.

With the DRC fighting completely excluded, the decline in conflict deaths relative to

the 1990s or to previous decades is still present. If high estimates for current deaths in

the DRC are correct, then total conflict deaths in Africa today may be close to 1970s/

1980s figures, but as discussed later, the lower range of estimates is more credible.

FIGURE 3

AFRICA BATTLE DEATHS (UCDP) , 1961 – 2013

Sources: UCDP (2014); PRIO (2009).
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Mortality Risk from Armed Conflict

Raw casualty counts are one measure of the impact of warfare, but the risk faced by

individuals is also important. The population of Africa is growing rapidly – doubling

in just over 25 years – so even if war deaths were constant over 50 years, the risk to

any individual would have declined significantly. Figure 5 divides the UCDP/PRIO

and MEPV annual death series by population, to show the overall mortality rate

from conflict in Africa.39

According to either data source, Africans now face a lower risk of death from

armed conflict than during any other post-independence decade. The UCDP data

shows nearly a 90 per cent reduction in the mortality rate from battle deaths. The

broader MEPV count shows a smaller reduction, though that is sensitive to estimates

of recent conflict-related deaths in the DRC. In either case, the increase in conflict

after 2010 does not change the multi-decade trend. The likelihood of dying from con-

flict is greater in Africa than in the rest the world, but the gap is shrinking. In 1999, an

African was 40 times as likely to die in armed conflict as residents of other regions. In

2013, the disparity was an order of magnitude smaller: 7.5× by MEPV, and only

3.0× from Uppsala data.

War is less of a threat to life in Africa than everyday accidental injuries or

non-political violence. War not only kills fewer people than do malaria or HIV,

but kills fewer people than many less prominent diseases do. Even in the DRC, the

World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that more people are killed by traffic

accidents than by war and civil conflict. This is a new phenomenon for Africa:

given higher conflict mortality and fewer vehicles in the past, more were probably

killed by conflict than by road crashes in past decades.40 As another point of

FIGURE 4

AFRICA AND WORLD CONFLICT DEATHS (MEPV) , 1961 – 2013

Source: Center for Systemic Peace (2014).
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comparison, the WHO-estimated death rate from war is only 1/10th of the homicide

rate in South Africa, or 1/25th the rate of El Salvador and Honduras. An American

citizen is more likely to be murdered than an African is to die (directly) from

armed conflict.41

Other measures add to the impression of growing continental stability. The

African state system has been more resilient than pessimists expected. Jeffrey

Herbst observed that many African nations are ‘precisely the kind of states that

before 1945 were routinely invaded and taken over by stronger states’, yet his predic-

tion of warfare and conquest has not come true – the map of Africa remains almost

unchanged.42 State failure has not increased in the last decade, and the rate of

FIGURE 5

ARMED CONFLICT MORTALITY RATES, 1961 – 2013

TABLE 1

SELECTED SOURCES OF MORTALITY IN AFRICA, 2008

Cause of Death Death per 100,000 People Rank

HIV/AIDS 161.8 1
Malaria 94.0 4
Diabetes mellitus 23.0 12
Road traffic accidents 20.9 14
Violence (e.g. criminal, domestic) 20.1 17
Protein-energy malnutrition 13.2 22
Accidental drowning 5.3 39
War and civil conflict 3.6 49
Prostate cancer 3.0 55
Leprosy 0.1 102

Source: Global Burden of Disease, 2008 Update (Geneva: World Health Organization, August 2011),
Table 1.
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coups – successful or unsuccessful – has declined.43 The Minorities at Risk project at

the University of Maryland reports that the number of groups experiencing high

levels of political discrimination dropped in half from the 1980s to the present.44

Overall, then, Africa has been more peaceful over the last decade than at any time

in its history. This does not imply that the continent is without problems. While secur-

ity in Africa is better than generally realized, local conflicts persist, particularly in the

Sahel; some even escalate. Deaths from warfare remain above the global average.

Nevertheless, Africa is more peaceful, and the trend is generally moving in a positive

direction. Policymakers should note in particular the decline of warfare as a cause of

untimely death in Africa relative to accidents, disease, and domestic violence. For the

first time in Africa’s history, there is real reason to believe that war, one of the great

scourges of humanity, may be waning in what had been one of its last refuges.

Objections and Responses

The claim that Africa is more peaceful now could face a number of methodological

and theoretical criticisms. This section addresses four general concerns: (1) critiques

of the measurement of number of conflicts; (2) critiques of mortality estimates; (3) the

possibility that recent violence is reversing the trend; and (4) the objection that

warfare may be declining, but other forms of violence remain common.

Decline in Number of Conflicts

There are several technical objections one might make to the claim that the number of

conflicts in Africa is lower today than in the 1990s, all centring around the general

question of ‘what to count’. Some researchers prefer to look at all conflicts identified

by UCDP, thus using a threshold of only 25 deaths. By that measure African conflict

is nearly flat from 1970 through the present. An undifferentiated 25 deaths threshold

is not very policy-relevant, though; it equates an isolated shootout with the entire

Ethiopia–Eritrea war. A low threshold also makes comparisons over time difficult

due to ‘chronological bias’.45 Forty years ago, a remote ‘conflict’ that killed

several dozen might never have been reported in global media. Researchers today

have far better information on small-scale events.46 In addition to the size threshold,

other researchers prefer to count dyads (namely, each pair of adversaries in a multi-

side conflict). Factions are an important measure for some research questions, but it is

not clear that highly fragmented conflict should count as ‘more conflict’ – especially

since there has been a trend for African conflict to become more factionalized over

time.47

Death Tolls

The data regarding deaths from warfare in Africa is notoriously unreliable. Conflicts

are often in inaccessible locations. Participants may lack capability to accurately

track casualties, and have reason to misrepresent them.48 Indirect civilian deaths to

war-related famine or epidemics are especially problematic; causal relationships

are not simple. Supposedly ‘independent’ observers may not be unbiased; the most

prominent casualty-estimating NGOs are also advocates for humanitarian assistance
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and intervention.49 A good case can be made that data collection in Africa is better

now than it has ever been. The various challenges that beset conflict demographers

– remoteness, hostility, incentives to mislead – have always been present, but

today there is widespread recognition of these challenges and robust debate over

how best to overcome them, as well as multiple potential sources of information.

One systematic problem could be that recent complex, irregular conflicts are

deadlier for civilians relative to combatants than previous wars – a claim notably

made in Mary Kaldor’s New and Old Wars.50 If so, reported battle deaths of comba-

tants could decline, yet mask an increase in the civilian toll. Were that the case,

however, the MEPV estimates should reflect the trend since those numbers are

total deaths, not just battle deaths. More directly, recent studies find that the ratio

of civilian-to-combatant casualties has not changed over time.51 Proponents of the

‘new wars’ thesis are surely correct when pointing out that civilians suffer horrifically

during post-Cold War conflicts, but it is not the case that the combatants in Biafra,

Katanga, Mozambique and other Cold War battlefields were gentlemen following

the Marquis of Queensberry rules. Post-Cold War conflicts may even be less

deadly for civilians than earlier conflicts.52

The most important specific controversy is the fighting in the DRC from 1996 to

the present. The scale of war deaths is so large that the numbers can drive the entire

African trend. UCDP battle deaths are several tens of thousands in the late 1990s,

then a few hundred per year after 2002. Estimating total dead (as in the MEPV

dataset) is more difficult. The International Rescue Committee (IRC) famously

reported 5.4 million deaths from 1996 to 2007, with deaths still happening at a

million per year. Note that only 0.6 per cent of those deaths were from violence;

most were from infectious diseases, which the IRC attributed to conflict.53 Other

groups strongly criticize the IRC’s methodology and estimate conflict deaths at

700,000 and perhaps as low as 200,000 for the same period.54 The MEPV dataset

codes 2.5 million, presumably as a middle ground. Note that even the IRC reports

that actual violence (as opposed to lingering epidemics) fell sharply after 2002.55

For consistency and to avoid ‘cherry-picking,’ the analysis above used the 2.5

million figure as coded by the MEPV project. Doing so probably overstates the

number of war deaths in the 1990s by a factor of four or five, and even more for

current DRC conflict deaths. On the other hand, if the high IRC estimates for

deaths during the peak years are correct, then Africa’s mid/late 1990s spike in vio-

lence was truly extreme, nearly ten times deadlier each year than in any other

modern period. The decrease after 2000 would have been all the greater in that

case too, however. The one circumstance that would challenge the case for decline

is if IRC estimates for recent mortality are correct, and if one attributes all of the

above-average disease burden in the DRC to conflict. Given the country’s extreme

poverty relative to the rest of Africa and the poor medical infrastructure inherited

from the Mobutu era, that seems an unreasonable assumption.

Some scholars question the utility of using casualty data at all.56 Casualty figures

are no doubt wrong in detail, but this does not necessarily imply that they are also

wrong in aggregate. If estimates within an order of magnitude are correct, the

broad trend analysis here is still meaningful. The MEPV and UCDP datasets have
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some primary sources in common; they do not perfectly overlap, yet show parallel

trends. Nor is there reason to expect temporal bias; if anything, reporting technology

and growth in NGO and news media attention should incline recent estimates higher

compared to previous decades. The assertion that conflict-related mortality is lower

now than in decades past does not depend on high precision in casualty counts in

remote regions.57

Recent Events: Is the Trend Reversing?

The years after 2010 saw several unfortunate developments in Africa: new or signifi-

cantly escalated conflicts in Libya, Mali, Nigeria, Central African Republic, and

South Sudan. Perhaps instead of a decline in violence, there was merely a lull.

There are two aspects to that concern: whether the current situation represents a

change, and what it bodes for the future. At 2013 levels, armed conflict is up from

a 2005 low, but still down from any previous decade. Both datasets used cover to

the end of 2013 and even beyond, since their South Sudan numbers appear to

include January 2014. UCDP battle deaths for 2011–2013 are 35 per cent higher

than the 2005–2010 average, but, they are still 87 per cent lower than the 1990–

1999 average. The number of active wars is up (Figure 1, right panel), but well

below pre-2000 levels. There has also been good news since 2010, like reduced con-

flict in eastern DRC and improved security in Somalia. Even in South Sudan, the

weekly updated ACLED dataset shows violence decreasing from January through

August of 2014, though certainly the country remains volatile.58 Violence today

receives far more media coverage than past African conflicts of similar magnitude,

which might contribute to exaggerated perceptions. When 100,000 died in Burundi

in 1993, the New York Times carried one page 20 story during the killings and a

handful of retrospective stories later. In 2013, fighting in South Sudan (10,000

dead) received six front page stories, over 20 interior stories, and several editorials.59

The course of future wars is speculative, of course, but the ‘Explaining the

Decline’ section below details reasons we believe long-term political and economic

trends support peace. The conflicts of the last two years do not disprove those trends;

recent outbreaks occurred exactly where forces for peace are least developed. South

Sudan suffers widespread poverty, no real state institutions, is in the midst of a

wrenching transition, experienced a negative economic shock (oil export reductions

and aid cuts), and is awash with unemployed fighters and weapons. Few other African

countries have ever possessed so many conflict warning signs. Recent efforts of third

parties – the African Union and United Nations, China, France and the United States,

etc. – to damp new conflicts have also been faster and stronger than in past decades.

Still, there are some scenarios that could break the decline in the human toll of war.

South Sudan poses the greatest risk; increased fighting and associated famines are not

out of the question. Civil wars – as opposed to terrorism and low-level violence – in

Nigeria or Egypt could quickly amass huge body counts. While very unlikely in either

country, they are not inconceivable. The odds are on the side of growing peace, but

key countries bear watching.

The reduction in conflict from about 2000–2005 did not continue in a straight

line – had it done so there would be zero conflict by now – but levels have hardly
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returned to those of the 1990s. The perception that things are falling apart is simply

not reflected in the data.

Is ‘Peace’ Merely the Absence of War?

Finally, some might object to talk of ‘peace’ in Africa given high levels of criminal

and interpersonal violence on the continent.60 It is true that Africa has high homicide

rates; as a region, second only to Central and South America.61 It is worth distinguish-

ing between warfare and criminal violence, however. From a scholarly standpoint, a

high incidence of interstate conflict or civil war has different implications for security

than do car-jackings in Johannesburg or honour killings in Egypt. More important, the

relevant policy responses to criminal violence are quite different from those appropri-

ate to political and military conflict.62 We recognize there is a grey area; armed

groups’ objectives may be both political and criminal.63 Nevertheless, ‘warfare’ is

still a sufficiently important and distinct category that its decline in Africa is of

great significance, even if one objects to describing the mere absence of war as

evidence of peace.64

Explaining the Decline

Is the current decline temporary, or are lower levels of violence a welcome ‘new

normal’? A brief review of possible explanations for the downturn may give

insight into not only the current era of peace, but also the likely future direction of

conflict trends in Africa. The discussion here cannot make conclusive cases for any

of them, but all have support in the international relations and comparative politics

literature, and are well worth continuing study. Democratization and economic

growth, even if less robust than in other regions, have made African nations internally

less prone to armed conflict. Externally, a critical factor has been the decline in exter-

nal encouragement and indirect support for combatants. Finally, the growing global

norm against warfare may possibly be showing influence in Africa. These trends are

mutually reinforcing, raising the hope of ongoing virtuous cycles.

Democracy

Few theories have become as widely accepted in the international relations commu-

nity as the ‘democratic peace’, or the suggestion that democracies do not fight each

other (and, somewhat more controversially, are generally less war-prone). Perhaps it

has been the spread of democracy, even in inchoate and incomplete forms, that has

brought unprecedented stability to Africa.

It is not clear, however, that democratization provides the best explanation of the

decline in violence. For one thing, levels of democracy in Africa are still low: the

most recent evaluation from The Economist’s Economic Intelligence Unit rates

only Mauritius as a ‘full democracy’. Eight others earned the title ‘flawed democra-

cies’.65 Freedom House rates ten African countries (with 13 per cent of the region’s

population) as ‘free’, and 21 other states as ‘partially free’.66 Second, evidence for the

democracy–peace link is much stronger for external wars than intrastate conflicts.

While there are studies that suggest that democracies are marginally more likely to
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solve their internal disputes peacefully, the ‘democratic peace’ is a theory of inter-

national relations, not comparative politics.67 Since the vast majority of African con-

flicts are internal, the power of regime type to account for their presence or absence is

weakened.

Timing is also problematic for the democracy argument. In the 1970s and 1980s,

African nations’ average Polity IV Democracy score was in the –5 to –6 range, or

very non-democratic.68 A rapid increase occurred in the early 1990s as many dictator-

ships crumbled, reaching an average around –1. In short, the 1990s spike in conflict

followed the wave of democratization. These immature democracies may have been

prone to conflict as Snyder and Mansfield have argued, because of opportunist poli-

ticians leveraging violent nationalism or tribal identifies, though that seems less

powerful in African cases than for example, the former Yugoslavia.69

The causal arrow between democracy and warfare in Africa may point in the

opposite direction: the decline of conflict may have created the space for parties to

mobilize and elections to occur. It is hard to imagine elections taking place in

Liberia in 2005, for instance, if that country’s civil war had not ended two years

earlier. Many of the transitions towards democracy have occurred after the end of

conflicts. Democracy may be helping to prevent war’s return, in other words, but it

cannot take full credit for its disappearance in the first place. The option to address

political grievances at the ballot box has probably undercut the impetus to violence,

but it is hard to make the case that Africa is experiencing a Kantian democratic

peace.70

Economic Growth

Since many of the states in Africa are among the poorest in the world, the ‘capitalist

peace’ of prosperity and economic interdependence might not seem to be a likely

explanation for the decline of conflict.71 Research links low per capita GDP to

civil conflict.72 Nevertheless, changing economic fortunes may be an important

part of the story. While prosperity and economic interdependence remain lower in

Africa than the global north, there is growing optimism about the continent’s econ-

omic future. Six of the fastest growing economies between 2000 and 2010 were

located south of the Sahara.73 The Economist even moved from ‘Hopeless Africa’

to ‘Emerging Africa’.74 Economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa is expected to

reach 5.2 per cent in 2014; surveys show African publics among the most optimistic

in the world.75 Higher per capita income may reduce conflict, and, probably of more

importance, growth and the expectation of future growth promote peace. Individuals

see opportunities in growing economies. Growth increases state capacity to provide

services, to address grievances, or to buy off disaffected groups without taking away

resources from others. In contrast, living standards that are not just low but declining,

as was common in the 1990s, create incentives for groups to move fast to seize what

they can of a shrinking pie – before rivals do.76

The chicken-and-egg problem again arises regarding the relationship between

economic and security trends, however. Growth and the optimism that accompanies

it may contribute to the decline in conflict, but stability facilitates investment. These

factors reinforce each other in a virtuous cycle of growth and peace. As former US
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Secretary of State Colin Powell told a Ugandan audience, ‘money is a coward’.77

There is also an international aspect of the virtuous circle: conflict in neighbouring

states harms one’s own economy, especially if those neighbours provide crucial trans-

portation links (e.g. for landlocked states).78 A reduction of conflict in nearby

countries thus makes peace and prosperity more achievable in one’s own. The virtu-

ous/vicious neighbourhood effect may explain why remaining conflict in Africa is

concentrated in a contiguous zone in the Sahel and northern Great Lakes.

External Support

According to a Kikuyu proverb, ‘when elephants fight, it is the grass that suffers’.

Africa had the misfortune of being a field for great power competition for centuries.

As others have observed, the decline in destructive intervention and emergence of

positive intervention by outside actors is an important part of the decline of conflict.79

Most obviously, great powers have largely ceased destructive meddling in the secur-

ity affairs of the continent. The divide-and-conquer policies of the colonial powers

and the proxy wars of the Cold War exacerbated local instability – deliberately.

Rebel groups and the governments they challenged could count on the Americans

or Soviets for weapons, money, political backing, even troops.

Today extra-continental powers usually do not find themselves on opposite sides

of African wars. For all the talk of US–China competition in Africa, in practice both

generally see their interests aligned in favour of reducing conflict, not fomenting it.80

Rather than dividing and conquering, international institutions and major powers

have more commonly acted in concert, for example in supporting UN and African

Union peacekeeping missions in Somalia, Sudan, and Mali. External pressure

appears to have led to Rwanda and Uganda reducing support for armed groups in

the eastern DRC, thus facilitating UN operations against the ‘M23’ organization.81

There are some negative exceptions, such as money flowing to Islamic extremists

in the Sahel from sympathizers in the Middle East. 82 Overall though an important

factor in the decline of armed conflict is the decrease in external support for it.

During the 1990s, when external support dried up many rebel groups turned to

alternative sources of funding, notably, plunder of natural resources.83 UNITA

rebels in Angola survived the loss of American funding via diamond exports while

the Angolan government was oil funded. In resource-poor Mozambique, however,

civil war did not outlast Cold War aid. The extraction-and-export strategy has

become more difficult as the world moves, slowly, to limit illegitimate trade. ‘Con-

flict diamonds’ are not as easy to sell as they were 20 years ago, and the world

recently boycotted cocoa from Ivory Coast after then-President Gbabgo tried to

hold on to power by force.84 Factions in the eastern DRC will find it more difficult

to sell minerals if Uganda and Rwanda indeed reduce their facilitation of exports

from that landlocked region.

There is also now positive intervention. The explosion of UN peacekeeping since

the end of the Cold War coincides with the steady drop in violence. There was only

one substantial deployment of UN peacekeepers into Africa prior to 1988 (Congo,

1960–1964) but 20 since, as well as European and African Union operations.85

Andrew Mack of the Human Security Centre gives UN involvement primary credit
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for the decline in conflict-related mortality worldwide.86 Peacekeepers can do little

against determined belligerents, but ever fewer seem to exist in Africa. International

peacekeeping and mediation deserve some credit for the increased durability of peace

settlements and the reduced recurrence of wars.87

Peace enforcement efforts have increased alongside peacekeeping.88 Interven-

tions by France and the United Kingdom in former colonies have often been success-

ful at relatively low cost, from Sierra Leone in 2004 to the Ivory Coast in 2011 to Mali

in 2013. Paris won quick UN Security Council approval in December 2013 to deploy

a small force to the Central African Republic, which seems to have greatly reduced

violence. The United States has stepped up its training and support for African peace-

keeping, and its own intervention capabilities, notably via the creation of US Africa

Command (AFRICOM). African countries themselves have become more willing to

act against outbreaks of violence, diplomatically and sometimes even with peace-

keeping forces.

Overall, external pressures no longer exacerbate local instability; to the contrary,

today outside powers usually align on the side of peace. Their interventions are not

wholly humanitarian – valuing stability can freeze injustice in place, as those

living in the Niger delta would attest – but the direct influence of external countries

is more conducive for peace now than at any time since outsiders made significant

contact with Africa. Two centuries of poisonous policies may have come to an end.

Global Norms, and ‘Sameness’

Every modern state is part of an interconnected international society, where ideas and

norms spread with unprecedented rapidity. As Evan Luard explained, even though at

any given time states vary in their ‘particular interests and motives, in their political

and social structure and in the characteristics of their leaders, all will be to some

extent influenced by the aims and aspirations which are instilled by the society as

a whole. No state is an island.’89 Twenty-first-century Africa exists in a complex, glo-

balizing society whose members have been slowly abandoning the recourse to

warfare. Its leaders and its people would not be unaffected by such powerful

global trends.

As elsewhere in the world, warfare was a natural aspect of politics for most of

African history. ‘Periods of rest, or armistice, or resolution, were never taken for

granted’, explained Reid, ‘nor were they always particularly welcome, because war

was economically, politically and socially important.’90 Similar beliefs about the

positive aspects of warfare were widespread in Europe and the United States until

the First World War. That has changed. War is largely considered avoidable and

regrettable, not a welcome test of societal virility.91 There exists now widespread

belief that war is not inevitable, that conflict resolution need not involve violence.

Perhaps war is on the decline in Africa because 21st-century ideas have evolved,

much as ideas on slavery evolved in the 19th century.

The post-Cold War era has been more peaceful than any of its predecessors.92

There have been no major wars involving rich, industrialized nations for at least

six decades – the longest such stretch in history. There are good theoretical

reasons to believe that conflict resolution norms in the global north affect decisions
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in the south. As Kenneth Waltz argued, systems tend to produce uniform behaviour

among individual units, a tendency toward ‘sameness’.93 Success breeds imitation;

the behaviour of prestigious states will be copied. Over time, a set of behaviours

becomes uniform. Peace may be essentially diffusing out from the global north.

It would be hard for Africa to remain immune from a fundamental transformation

in beliefs regarding warfare in broader international society, particularly with modern

communications reducing isolation. It is difficult for leaders to credibly claim war is a

useful, necessary option when the notion is rejected elsewhere. If war-aversion has

become dominant in the global marketplace of ideas in the global north, it would

be hard for even determined belligerents to keep it forever out of the south.

The suggestion that a war-aversion norm is spreading to Africa may be too much

for some to accept. Modern African despots may not be less venal than those who

came before, but if the routes to power, prestige and wealth have changed, they

cannot help but have noticed. They need not have turned into pacifists, but if the

structure of incentives has changed, so will their behaviour. A similar process

appears to be at work elsewhere in what was once considered the ‘zone of

turmoil’. Latin America is also experiencing the most peaceful era in its history.

The 2004 tsunami helped bring an end to one of the few active rebellions in Southeast

Asia. The only region seemingly immune to evolving norms is the Middle East.

While it is certainly possible that violence in Africa could return, these potential

explanations for the decline in conflict contain grounds for optimism. The continent

appears poised for better economic times, and, less certainly, better governance; both

trends are likely to reduce armed conflict. External influence is growing, and most of

its modern forms reduce incentives to fight. And if an evolution in norms explains

some of the decrease, peace may have even more staying power, for normative evol-

ution is typically unidirectional.94 American public awareness and American foreign

policy may not have caught up with these trends, and ‘more peaceful’ does not mean

‘perfect’, but there is good reason to expect a safer future for Africans.

∗∗∗∗∗∗

Anarchy has not come to Africa – at least not in the expanding, all-encompassing

way meant by the pessimists of a decade or two ago. The continent is far from uni-

formly peaceful, and current outbreaks of violence are reminders of the need for more

progress. On the whole, however, Africa is less war-torn than at any time in the past,

which runs contrary to widespread perceptions that exist even among foreign policy

experts. Kaplan remains unchanged, claiming recently that his most important predic-

tions have actually been borne out.95 However, the evidence suggests that despite

neo-Malthusians fears, by most measures life on the continent is improving. War is

becoming less of a threat to the life of the average African than emerging middle-

income threats like traffic accidents or diabetes. Nor have realist fears of predatory

wars and wholesale remaking of the map of Africa come to pass. That is not

meant to dismiss the suffering of residents of the Central African Republic, South

Sudan or northern Nigeria, nor to suggest that all is well. There are hundreds of

millions of Africans who do not face as great a threat of armed conflict as they

once did, however. It is important to see Africa as more than 50 distinct countries,
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some – and by historical standards, relatively few – of which are beset by warfare,

even if they continue to face other, even greater challenges.

Nothing guarantees that these trends will continue. Indeed, several require active

maintenance. If the outside world stops responding to African hotspots, at least with

diplomatic resources and avoiding support to plunder-financed armed groups, conflict

becomes more likely. Intense American–Chinese competition could encourage

internal conflict or spur vicious circles of tension between neighbours. The United

Nations, former colonizers and AFRICOM have all been useful in helping to bring

stability to the continent, but their long-term interest is hardly assured. A global

recession or a wave of protectionism could dash optimism about economic growth.

But for now, for the first time in quite some time, there is reason for optimism

about the decline of warfare in Africa.

What the United States and other outsiders should not do, however, is continue to

look at Africa though a lens that overemphasizes conflict and a few crisis-afflicted

nations. Additional American support for African peacekeeping capability is

welcome, but an increase in American investment in African economies would do

even more good for more people. Policymakers should emphasize to the business

community how much is now going right in Africa. The Obama Administration

has taken useful steps in that direction, but at other times shows signs of the

‘Africa-as-Anarchy’ mindset. Programmes to help African governments build

capacity outside the military-security sphere could be expanded, such as police and

judicial systems, or the infrastructure and service delivery needs of large cities in

which a growing share of Africans live.

Africa faces many problems. Peace does not necessarily bring freedom, justice, or

prosperity. But today a far greater percentage of people on the continent live without

serious risk of dying due to warfare than pessimists expected. On the contrary, ‘end of

war’ optimists may prove to be right about Africa too, if on a slower time scale than

most of the world. Perhaps a rising generation of leaders and citizens are being influ-

enced by both global norms and expectations of greater opportunities. Africa is surely

the hardest test of the global trend away from international conflict. If conflict can no

longer find a home there, will it be welcome anywhere?
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